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I. Introduchm 
My main purpose in this note is ta prave: 
By 2 [J-l ], I mean the rationais whose denominators are products of primes in J. 
By a k.~&gv themy, I mean a generalized homology theory defined on arbit- 
rary CW pairs and satisfying the direct limit axiom [2, p. 1881. I say that a homo- 
logy theory I;‘, is connective if I”;Cyt) = 0 for i sufficiently small; and I say that two 
homology theories F, and 0, have the Qrne acyclic spaces if the followirlg equiv- 
alent conditions hold : 
(i) For a CW-complex X, z&Y) = 0 if and only if &jJ’) = 0. 
(ii) For a map f: X +Y of CW-complexes, f* : F,(X) -+ F,(Y) is an isomorphism 
if and only ifI**: G*(X) -+ G*(r) is an isomorphism. 
‘Yhe proof of 1 .l is in Section 4, where I will also prove an analogous result for 
a cohomofogy theory E* with E’lpf) = 0 for i sufficiently small 
It should not be surprising that there are so few types of acyclic@ under our 
assumptions. Indeed, results of Adams [I, 8 141 implied 1 .l for many connective 
multiplicative homology theories; and results of Bousfield and Kan [S] implied 1 .I 
for homology with coefficients in any commutative ring. 
Perhaps the main interest of 1 .l lies in the theory of localizations of spaces. Each 
homology theory determines a localization functor which selects acanonical homo- 
topy type within each homology equivalence class of spaces (see [4] ); and 1 .l pro- 
vides a partial inventory of the distinct localization functors. 
* T’hb research was wpported by NSF GP 38964. 
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2. Special clailrsses of abelian groups 
As a step toward proving 1 .i ) I will study the following algebraic notion. 
2.1. Def&tion. A chss % of abelian groups is special if it satisfies: 
(i) 0 EW. 
(ii) 9R is closed under arbitrary direct sums. 
(iii) IfA, + A, +A3 +A4 -+ A5 is an e,xact sequence of abelian groups with 
A,, Ax, A,+ A5 E(11I, then A3 @??t. 
2.2. Example. Fo.< an abelian group A 9 one can obtain a special class by taking all 
GwithGrrp A=O=Tor(G,A),orbytakingallGwithHom(G,A)=O=Ext(G,A). 
There are very fm special classes. 
2.3. hqmsitbn. TAP on& qeckzl climes of abelian gmups ate the 3-p&q? tcmibn 
gtoups ati the unQue& J-divisible groups, where J is a set ofpthex 9 
I will deduce 2.3 from the following lemmas concerning aspecial class *of 
abelian groups. 
2.4. L5mma.W is clmed umfet ditect limits. 
hoof. This holds since Wis closed under sums and cokernels. 
2.5. Emma. If Z/p2 E r)ll for each p in n set J of wtimes, then evev J-primary 
mtkm group is in W, 
Proof. This follows by 2.4 since the finitely generated J-primary tar &on groups are 
ciearly in%. 
2.6. Lemma. If Q(= the tutimds) is in 3pII and ZfpZ E W fat each ptime p twt in a 
set f, then every uniquely J-divisible gtoup is in%. 
Proof, Since Q/Z [J-l] E % by 2.5, it follows that Z [J-l ] E 311; and thus the 
finitely generated Z[J-l J -modules are in W. The lemma now follows by 2.4. 
2.X Lemma. If some G E % is not uniquely p-divisible for p pt&ne, then Z/pZ EW. 
hoof. This foiiows since % contains a non-xero ZJpZ-module given by the kernel 
or cokernel of G c G. 
2.8. Lemma. If scme G E % is not /t torsion group, then Q Ew . 
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Roof. This follows since% contains the non-zero Q-module Q Qb G, which is the 
direct limit of G G G s G s ‘.. . 
2.9. Proof of 2.3. For a special class ‘X, the above lemmas imply the following 
refinement of 2.3: 
(i) If Q $ % and Z/p2 E %exwtly for p E J, then 314 consists of the J-primary 
torsion groups. 
(ii)IfQEWandZ/pZE‘% exactly for p 4 J, then 312 consists of tile uniquely 
J-divisible groups. 
3. Special clasm of confxctive spectra 
I will now carry the results of Section Z into ‘he stable homotopy category (see 
e.g. [ 1 ] ). Recali that a spectrum E is ccr~tnec~i~e if niE = 0 for i sufficiently small. 
3.1. bfmition. A class 5)2 of connective spectra is sperial if: 
(i) %contains the trivial spectrum. 
(ii} % contains a coproduct VaXa of connective spectra if and only 
tains each X* and the coproduct is connective. 
(iii) In a cofibre triangIe of connective spectra, if % contains two of 
then it contains the third. 
if 32 con- 
the spectra 
(iv) If YET, then X A YE % for each connective spectrum X. 
(v) If each Postnikov section of a connective spectrum X is in % , then X E?. 
I wili show that the specisrl classes of connective spectra correspond to the special 
classes of abelian groups 
3.2. Example. For a special class Wof abelian groups, let S(T) be the class consist- 
ing of those connective spectra X such that niX E 3n for all i. Then S(w) is clearly 
a special class, Moreover t it is easy to show (using 2 3 and @ -theory) that a connec- 
tive spectrum x is in SW) if and only if H&V; 2) E %! for ail i. 
3.3. Reposition. Any specid class 32 of connective spectra is of the fom SQR). 
where %3 a special class of abelim groups. 
Proof. bt c)li[ consist of those abelian groups G such that H’G E n, where HG de- 
notes the Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum with group G. Then W is clearly a special 
class, and S(W) C % by 3.1 (iii) and (v). To &tow % C S(%‘), suppose Y E34’ . 
ThenmA YEWby3J(iv),and 
by [ 1, p. 2271, where Gi = Hi( Y; 2). Thus Hl{ Y; 2) E % for all i, and the Hurewict 
theorem implies that the lowest non-trivial homotopv group of Y is in%‘. An easy 
inductive argument now shows that the Eilenberg sections of Y are in 31 and that 
their lowest non-trivial homotopy groups are in Cm. Hence Y E S@K). 
For future reference, I will give: 
3.4. CtiWti fijr k&W~yirrg qxx%t classes, Let V (fesp .V ) be the set consisting of 
the Eiienberg-MaeLane (resp. Moore) spectra of type Q and of type Z/p2 for ail 
primes p. If 32: urrd W ire special classcts of mmective spectra with ?I n “u = 
%’ n% or % n v = 32’ n V, when % = 92’. This follows easily from 2.9,3.2 and 
3.3. 
4. Results on acyclicity 
In this section, I will prove a general acydicity theorem (4.5 j which implies both 
1.1 and an analogous result (4.7) for cohomology . 
RecaLl that a spectrum E determines a homology functor E, and a cohomology 
functor E* on spectra (see e.g. [ 1, 561). IRt %, (resp.% E, denote the class of con- 
nective spectra X such that E,(X) = 0 (resp. E*(X) = 0). It is easy to show: 
Unfortunately 3.1 (v) may be violated. For instance: 
4.2. Example. Let E be the BU spectrum. Then31 &’ contains HG ftjr each finite 
torsion group C by [3] , although 9Za clearly does not contain the Moore spectrum 
of type Z/22. ThusqE cannot be a special class, since it is not of t.rre form Sce)rr). 
To get around this difficulty, call a spectrum E anti-connective if niE = 0 for i 
sufficiently large. 
4.3. Emma ff E is (I Connectin? spect?w?t, then % E is CI g&da! C~S. ff E is an anti- 
connmtive qmm.m, then % E is Q special class. 
huf. ‘This follows by 4.1 and an Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence argument. 
In order to identify the special classes ?tE, I will need the notion of: 
4.4. Ext~mnp!etegroups. An abeiian group B is Ext-cnmpkte if Hom(Q, B) = 0 = 
Ext (Q, B) cv, equivalently, if the canonical homomorphism B + Ext (Q/Z, B) is an 
isomorphism. The Ext-complete groups have been completely classified by Harrison 
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(71 (see also [6, pp. 165-1821). S ome examples of Ext-complete groups are the 
finite groups and their inverse limits. 
I can now give my strongest result on acyclicity .
tRt E be a spectrum; let I be the set of primesp such that each ~$7 is uniquely 
ydivisible; and let J be the set ,of primes not in I. 
Prwf. Ike above clas~es~~~,~~ andC)rtIfA are all special by 4.3; and the desired 
equalities follow from the Moore version of 3.4. 
I can now give: 
4.6. Proof of Theorem 1. I. By [ 2, p. t St?] , the given homology theor,y E, must 
arise from some spectrum E. Thus 1.1 follows easily from 4.5. 
In the mme way, one shows: 
, 
By a cohomokqp theory, I mean a generalized cohomology theory defined on 
CW pairs and satisfying the wedge axiom. I say that 3 cohomology theory F* is 
unficvnnectiw if Fi(pt) = 0 for i sufficiently small. 
4.8. Remark. In 1 .l (resp. 4.7) the required group A depenOc ,nly on the coeffi- 
cients RiE = Ei@t) (resp. n_iE = E’(Ff)). Indeed 4.5 gives a recipe for computing 
A from these coefficients. 
4.9. Remark. Clearly H,( -; 2 [J- ‘1) has the same acyclic spaces as H*( - ; 2 [J- I ] ); 
and H,( - ; aPti Z/pZ) has the same acyclic spaces as H*( -; flPEJ Z/$). More- 
over, it is now evident hat the connective homolo& theories provide exactly the 
same types of acyclicity as the anti-connective cohomology theories. 
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